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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are three possible verdicts that WildFire can provide for
an analyzed sample? (Choose three)
A. Malware
B. Suspicious
C. Bengin
D. Grayware

E. Clean
F. Adware
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
The WildFire verdicts are: Benign, Grayware, Malware.
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/70/pan-os/pan-os
/monitoring/log-severity- levels-and-wildfire-verdicts

NEW QUESTION: 2
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use
the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different
goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series.
You maintain a Microsoft SQL Server instance that contains the
following databases SalesDb1, SalesDb2, and SalesDb3. Each
database has tabled named Products and Sales. The following
table shows the configuration of each database.
The backup strategies for each database are described in the
following table.
Each full or differential backup operation writes into a new
file and uses a different sequence number. You observe the
following database corruption issues.
SalesDb3 reports a number of database corruption issues related
to error 823 and 824 when reading data pages. You must display
the following information about the corrupted pages:
* database name
* impacted file id
* impacted file physical name
* impacted page id
* event type that identifies the error type
* error count
Users report performance issues when they run queries against
SalesDb2. You plan to monitor query statistics and execution
plans for SalesDb2 by using Query Store. The monitoring
strategy must meet the following requirements:
* Perform automatic data cleanup when query store disk usage
reaches 500 megabyte (MB).
* Capture queries based on resource consumption.
* Use a stale query threshold value of 60 days.
The query optimizer generates suboptimal execution plans for a
number of queries on the Sales table in SalesDb2. You will
create a maintenance plan that updates statistics for the
table. The plan should only update statistics that were
automatically created and have not been updated for 30 days.
The update should be based on all data in the table.
You need to view the information about the corrupted pages on
SalesDb3.

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer,
drag the appropriate Transact-SQL segments to the correct
locations. Each Transact-SQL segment may be used once, more
than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: msdb.dbo.suspect_pages
suspect_pages contains one row per page that failed with a
minor 823 error or an 824 error. Pages are listed in this table
because they are suspected of being bad, but they might
actually be fine. When a suspect page is repaired, its status
is updated in the event_type column.
The suspect_pages table resides in the msdb database.
SalesDb3 has pages with checksum errors.
Box 2: msdb.sys.database_files
We want to identify these pages and which database they are in,
this is easy enough to do when we join out to sys.databases and
sys.master_files, as seen here:
SELECT d.name AS databaseName,
mf.name AS logicalFileName,
mf.physical_name AS physicalFileName,
sp.page_id,
case sp.event_type
when 1 then N'823 or 824 error'
when 2 then N'Bad Checksum'
when 3 then N'Torn Page'
when 4 then N'Restored'
when 5 then N'Repaired'
when 7 then N'Deallocated'
end AS eventType,
sp.error_count,
sp.last_update_date
from msdb.dbo.suspect_pages as sp
join sys.databases as d ON sp.database_id = d.database_id
join sys.master_files as mf on sp.[file_id] = mf.[file_id]
and d.database_id = mf.database_id;
The result of this query will give you a high level view of
where you have potential corruption in your databases, from
here it is important to use tools such as DBCC CHECKDB and your
backups to recover from in line with your RPO and RTO.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/backu
p-restore/manage-the-suspect-pages-table-sql-ser
https://blogs.sentryone.com/johnmartin/monitoring-for-suspect-p
ages/

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
A company has 50 employees that use Office 365.
You need to enforce password complexity requirements for all
accounts.
How should you complete the relevant Windows PowerShell
command? To answer, drag the appropriate Windows PowerShell
segment to the correct location in the answer area. Each
Windows PowerShell segment may be used once, more than once, or
not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
Answer:
Explanation:
We use Get -MsolUser to get all users. We then enforce strong
password complexity to each of these users through
StrongPassWordRequired parameter of the Set -MsolUser command.
The output of get command is used in the set command through
the concatenating function (the symbol |).
Box 1: -MsolUser
The Get-MsolUser cmdlet can be used to retrieve an individual
user, or list of users. An individual user will be retrieved if
the ObjectId or UserPrincipalName parameter is used.
Box 2: MsolUser
The Set-MsolUser cmdlet is used to update a user object. This
cmdlet should be used for basic properties only.
Parameter: -StrongPasswordRequired &lt;Boolean&gt;
Sets whether or not the user requires a strong password.

NEW QUESTION: 4
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